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ABSTRACT

While over the past decade architected cellular materials have been shown to possess unique mechanical properties, their thermal properties
have received relatively little attention. Here, we investigate thermal transport in hollow nickel microlattices as a function of temperature and
mechanical loading using infrared thermography. The effective thermal conductivity of hollow nickel microlattices with 99.9% porosity and
1 μm layer thickness is as low as 0.049 W m−1 K−1 at 320 K and increases to 0.075 W m−1 K−1 at 480 K, an increase we attribute to internal
thermal radiation. By measuring the emissivity and using the Stephan-Boltzmann law, we estimate the contribution of thermal radiation in the
effective thermal conductivity to range from 20% at 320 K to 49% at 480 K. The high porosity of microlattices strongly limits solid conduction
and makes surface radiation very important in thermal transport. We further explore the impact of the strut surface condition by comparing
hollow doped nickel microlattices with a smooth surface to those with a rough surface: the emissivity increases from 0.24 to 0.43, leading
to increased thermal radiation contributions of 41% at 320 K to 58% at 480 K. Under mechanical loading, as the strain increases from 0%
to 50%, decreasing the angle between the struts and the horizontal plane from 60○ to 38○ , the effective thermal conductivity decreases from
0.049 W m−1 K−1 to 0.016 W m−1 K−1 . These findings indicate that architected cellular materials provide an excellent platform to control
thermal properties independently on mechanical properties and to potentially develop thermal and thermomechanical metamaterials.
© 2019 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5114955., s

I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in additive manufacturing have led to architected materials with strongly hierarchical topologies and fascinating
properties such as ultrahigh strength, ultrahigh surface-to-volume
ratio, and ultralow density.1–4 High precision additive manufacturing techniques such as self-propagating photopolymer waveguides
(SPPW),5 direct laser writing (DLW),6,7 and projection microstereolithography (PμSL)8 have enabled the fabrication of lattices with
submicron feature sizes9–12 and high porosity up to 99.9%. These
microlattices and nanolattices can offer extremely high specific stiffness and strength,13 or full recovery from very large compressive
strains (>50%) and associated structural damping,2,3 despite their
constituent materials being inherently brittle. When designed and
fabricated at low relative densities, these architected materials are
anticipated to provide an exceptionally low thermal conductivity,
even with highly conductive constituents.14 This combination of
mechanical and thermal properties could make these materials ideal
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for thermal insulation in a number of aerospace systems, from gas
turbines to hypersonics, where a combination of high strength and
low thermal conductivity is desirable. Schaedler et al.2 demonstrated
that hollow nickel microlattices can be fabricated with a combination of SPPW and electroless plating to span more than 7 orders
of magnitude in length scale, which provides excellent control over
the design and resultant properties.15 Furthermore, high recoverability upon each cyclic loading2 creates an opportunity for thermal
control via modulation of the applied force. The thermal properties
of these microlattices are explored in this work. While the unique
mechanical properties of architected microlattices have been actively
investigated in recent literature,1–3,5,13,15–17 the associated thermal
properties, including the capability of manipulating heat flows, have
received little attention. Dou et al. measured the thermal conductivity of nanoscale lattices18 using electrical resistance thermometry
while heating the structure from 95 to 300 K with a microfabricated heater in contact with the lattice. However, neither Dou et al.
nor other studies on the thermal characterization of highly porous
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media19–22 have explored the effect of mechanical loading on thermal transport, the variation of thermal conductivity at high temperatures, or the contribution of radiation to the effective thermal
conductivity. We developed a novel methodology, using a noncontact temperature measurement approach, to minimize the errors
created by other in-contact metrologies for thermal conductivity
measurement of highly porous structures. This approach allows us
to decouple the dominant heat transfer modes in highly porous
structures—conduction and radiation—and to study their contributions individually. Additionally, using this methodology eliminates
the role of the thermal contact resistance between the hollow nickel
microlattice and its adjacent objects. Here, we report the effective
thermal conductivity of hollow nickel microlattices as a function of
temperature and mechanical loading.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
All samples studied here are fabricated by HRL Laboratories
with the SPPW method. This technology enables the formation
of the three-dimensional hollow nickel microlattices from a twodimensional exposure mask.5 The fabrication procedure consists of
fabricating the polymeric sacrificial layer, coating the sample with
electroless doped Ni deposition (93% Ni and 7% P by weight), and
etching the sacrificial core, ultimately resulting in a series of octahedral unit cells with hollow struts that are connected at nodes15,23,24
[Fig. 1(a)]. The coating material was not annealed after the deposition, resulting in a supersaturated solid solution of phosphorous
in a crystalline nickel lattice. This technique results in feature sizes
in the order of 1 μm. Considering the mean free path of nickel in
the range of 6 nm,25 the contribution of boundary scattering is minimal, and therefore, macroscopic heat transfer governs the energy
balance equations. All lattice feature dimensions have been characterized using the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), and the
results are summarized in Table 1 (supplementary material, Sec. 1).
The thermal conductivity measurement was performed using
the setup demonstrated in Fig. 1(c). The sample was assembled
between two quartz disks, and the stack was placed between a heat
source and an anchored heat sink in a vacuum environment. A
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JANIS VPF-800 vacuum chamber was utilized for housing the sample, and an Edwards T-station 75 turbopump was used for maintaining the vacuum level below 10−5 Torr (high vacuum range) for each
measurement. By turning on the heater, the heat propagates from
the top toward the anchored heat sink. The hollow nickel microlattice is an effective medium, and the nonlinear temperature gradient
is a result of both conduction and radiation heat losses, as confirmed
by finite element simulations [Fig. 1(d)]. The incoming heat flux was
calculated using the known thermal properties of the quartz disk
and the temperature gradient within the quartz. Details on the emissivity calibration for temperature measurements are provided in
Sec. 2 of the supplementary material. The effective thermal conductivity of the lattice was calculated using the temperature gradient in
IR images [Fig. 1(b)] and the incoming heat flux (supplementary
material, Sec. 3).
Various theoretical and empirical correlations were used in the
literature for modeling the thermal conductivity of 2-dimensional
composites.26–28 Ashby29 proposed that the conduction contribution in a connected network of struts should incorporate the thermal
properties of the constituent material, the topology of the unit cell,
and volume fraction of the structure. Therefore, the effective thermal conductivity of cellular solids inside the vacuum environment
can be described as
1
(1)
kc = ⋅ ν ⋅ ksol ,
3
where ν is the volume fraction of the solid (also known as the relative density of the architected material), and ksol is the intrinsic
thermal conductivity of the constituent solid. The factor 1/3 represents the fraction of struts aligned with the heat flux direction.
As for the microlattices under consideration this fraction equals
sin θ, we express the conductive contribution to the effective thermal
conductivity as
kcond = sin θ ⋅ ν ⋅ ksol ,

(2)

where the volume fraction of solid, ν, can be expressed at first order
as30
ν = 2π ⋅ D ⋅ t/(cos2 θ ⋅ sin θ ⋅ l2 ),

(3)

FIG. 1. (a) The hollow doped nickel microlattice in addition to the unit cell with geometric features. θ was set to 60○ while ranges of 9–10.5 mm for H, 1–2 μm for thickness, and
500–650 μm for the diameter were explored. (b) Corresponding IR image of the experimental setup along with the temperature distribution of a unit cell. (c) The experimental
setup used for thermal conductivity measurement of hollow nickel microlattices. The applied clamps are used for changing the height of the heater in the case of thermal
conductivity measurement under compression. (d) The FEM simulation of the whole setup illustrating the one directional heat transfer throughout the stack.
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where D, t, and l are the diameter, thickness, and length of the hollow
struts, respectively, and θ is the angle of the struts with the horizontal
plane, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
The effective thermal conductivity is a summation of the conduction and radiation contributions, kcond and krad . Following the
approach suggested by Zhao et al.,31 the radiative thermal conductivity is calculated based on the radiation heat flux which is a
function of the view factors, radiosity, calibrated emissivity, volume fraction, and temperature. The effective thermal conductivity
is then a summation of the conduction and radiation contributions.
By utilizing the diffraction theory and the geometric optic laws,
we used the Rosseland mean coefficient32 for the radiative analytical model. The effect of strut shapes and their angular configuration on irradiance was employed using the view factors. Details
on the derivation of view factors are provided in Sec. 5 of the
supplementary material. The radiation contribution to the conductivity was calculated based on the surface to volume ratio of hollow nickel microlattices. The calculation procedure for emission
and reflection heat fluxes in the vertical direction [(qrad ,Y )emission
and (qrad ,Y )reflection ] can be found in the supplementary material,
Sec. 4.
Hence, the effective thermal conductivity can be expressed
as
keff = kcond + krad = sin θ ⋅ ν ⋅ ksol
+ [(qrad,Y )emission + (qrad,Y )reflection ]/(ΔT ⋅ Llat )

(4)

with ΔT as the vertical temperature gradient in the sample and Llat
depicted in Fig. 1(d).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Compression dependent thermal conductivity
High recoverability after compressive deformation of hollow
nickel microlattices2 motivated us to measure the effective thermal
conductivity under varying levels of compression. Each compression cycle creates a discontinuity inside the medium as a result
of crack initiation, especially at nodes which are more prone to
crack formation. We discovered that after three loading-unloading
cycles, the crack initiation saturates (supplementary material,
Sec. 5); thus, we were able to study the impact of strain as an individual factor. Herein, the strain is defined as the ratio of the height
reduction in the sample to the initial height (engineering strain).
The measurement was performed in a vacuum environment, and
the effective thermal conductivity was measured under compression
from 0% up to 50% strain for the samples with a volume fraction
of 0.09%.
By increasing the force, unit cells start sliding on top of the
glass in the lateral space domain and obtain a smaller θ each
time. The change in θ is not uniform across the structure; as a
result, we report each strain cycle with a representative average
θ value [Fig. 2(a)] ranging from 60○ ± 2○ for the 0% strain and
38○ ± 6○ for the 50% strain. As illustrated in Fig. 2(b), increasing the strain causes a reduction in the effective thermal conductivity. This effect can be rationalized by noting that the applied
strain reduces the strut angle θ, thus affecting the conductive contribution to the effective conductivity both directly [Eq. (2)] and
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through the volume fraction [Eq. (3)]. While the volume fraction is a concave function of θ, the effective thermal conductivity keeps decreasing by decreasing the θ value, ultimately resulting in the trend displayed in Fig. 2(b). The dashed lines represent
our analytical solution, obtained using Eq. (4). Additionally, reducing θ leads to the reduction of view factors in radiation contribution. The reduction is caused due to the decrease in angle, leading
to reduced radiative interaction between struts and surrounding.
The radiation contribution as a function of θ illustrates how the
increase in view factors cause a significant input of radiative conductivity on the overall effective thermal conductivity at 320 K,
Fig. 2(c).
B. Temperature-dependent thermal conductivity
Even though the intrinsic thermal conductivity of metals does
not change significantly at temperatures higher than ambient,33
the radiative thermal conductivity and the resultant effective thermal conductivity strongly depend on the temperature, Fig. 3(a).
The dashed lines in Fig. 3 demonstrate the radiative conductivity modeling of the hollow nickel microlattices, and their slope
is derived by the surface emissivity and surface to volume ratio
of the samples. Hollow nickel microlattices with the volume fraction of 0.09% exhibit a significant radiation contribution of 20.40%
± 4.46% and 40.50 ± 2.23 in the case of the polished and rough
samples, respectively [Fig. 3(b)]. This phenomenon is mainly due
to the high surface to volume ratio (∼1000 mm−1 ) of these samples,
which signifies the radiation contribution even at low temperatures.
The sample with the 0.15% volume fraction shows a higher thermal
conductivity compared to the polished sample with a similar surface emissivity (ϵpolished ,ν=0.15% = 0.21 ± 0.02). This is mainly due to
the increase in the conduction contribution as a result of increasing
the solid constituent of the material. The sample with the rough surface finish demonstrates the highest effective thermal conductivity
value at 560 K among all samples due to the highest thermal conductivity growth rate governed by larger surface emissivity. These
findings indicate that surface finish could be another approach to
change the effective thermal properties at ultra-low-density ranges
without affecting the mechanical properties for high temperature
applications.
C. Thermomechanical evaluation of hollow nickel
microlattices
Using the reported mechanical properties of hollow nickel
microlattices,2,30 we examined the thermomechanical performance
of these structures on a plot of specific Young’s modulus vs effective
thermal conductivity, Fig. 4(b). A shift in the order of 1000 W m−1
K−1 in thermal conductivity is made from the metal section all
the way to the foams as a result of exploiting the architecture of
the nickel in a lattice structure. The scaling law of the Young’s
modulus for these structures follows as E ∼ v2 in contrast to its
competitors in the ultralight aerogel and carbon nanotube (CNT)
foam family (E ∼ v3 ); therefore, the architectural order of these
microlattices2 makes their relative compressive modulus privileged
compared to silica aerogels,34 open cell polymer foams,35 and
CNT foams36 in the similar volume fraction range. Direct correlation between the effective Young’s modulus and effective thermal
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FIG. 2. (a) The strain is defined as δ = (l 0 − l)/l 0 in which l is identified in each image. Increasing the applied force causes the unit cells to slide, reducing θ in a nonuniform
manner. The representative average θ value and volume fraction for each compression cycle are reported. (b) The experimental data along with analytical modeling for 2
samples with the same volume fraction and different surface finishes are illustrated as a function of θ on the left axis. The analytical model is verified by the FEM results for
unit cells with angles ranging from 15○ to 75○ . Increasing strain results in a decrease in the structural length along with an increase in the structure’s area. Consequently, the
Fourier equation explains the decrease in the conduction contribution of the effective thermal conductivity (k eff = ql/∆TA). (c) The radiation contribution is defined as the ratio
of the radiative thermal conductivity over the effective conductivity. Reducing θ leads to a lower contribution of radiation, correlated with the reduction of the effective thermal
conductivity.

conductivity with the volume fraction results in designated areas in
Fig. 4(b). These ellipses are evaluated to be a function of the volume fraction and bulk properties of the constituent material (Esol ,
ρsol , ksol in which Esol and ρsol are the Young’s modulus and the

density of the bulk material, respectively). Figure 4(b) illustrates a
design space for reaching an ultralow thermal conductivity value
by modifying the volume fraction and surface finish of the lattice
structure.

FIG. 3. (a) The effective thermal conductivity of the samples with 0.09% and
0.15% volume fraction values was measured as a function of temperature. The
difference between the blue and red data
points illustrates the contribution of surface emissivity in samples sharing the
same volume fraction. The slope of the
dashed lines shows the rate of growth
in the effective thermal conductivity as a
result of radiation contribution. (b) The
radiation contribution of all samples is
derived as a function of temperature,
while the dashed lines demonstrate the
analytical modeling.
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FIG. 4. (a) The design space demonstrates the potential effective thermal conductivity values as a function of volume fraction and surface emissivity using Eq. (4). Beyond 1%
volume fraction, all lines (representing different emissivity values) converge, demonstrating conduction as the main mode of heat transfer. Comparatively, below 1% volume
fraction, radiation contribution signifies, exposing the difference in the effective thermal conductivity at a specific volume fraction. (b) Hollow nickel microlattice placement
in the material property plot of specific Young’s modulus vs effective thermal conductivity. Dashed outlines indicate the allocated region for each material using the Ashby
model for cellular solids,29 while markers represent the measured data points. Hollow nickel microlattices can obtain higher mechanical strength and lower effective thermal
conductivity compared to other mesoscale cellular materials.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Hollow nickel microlattices offer not only volume fractions up
to an order of magnitude lower than conventional materials but also
offer a specific Young’s modulus that is superior to that of conventional ultralight materials. Beyond the well known mechanical
advantages, we have shown the thermal properties of the microlattices by measuring the effective thermal conductivity as a function of
compression and temperature. The hollow nickel microlattices possess a high surface area to volume ratio; this yields a significant radiation contribution that is apparent even at temperatures where radiation is not typically considered as a dominant mode of heat transfer.
Our measurements demonstrated that the increasing contribution of
radiation subsequently increases the effective thermal conductivity
of the lattice structure as the temperature is raised. Analytical modeling highlighted the competing effects of conduction and radiation
in the structure, demonstrating that even an emissivity value of 0.43
leads to radiation becoming the dominant mode at a temperature
as low as 420 K. Furthermore, measuring the effective thermal conductivity under compressive strain values ranging from 0% to 50%
resulted in a 67% drop in the effective thermal conductivity; this is
due to the change of angle in the struts and reduction of the volume
fraction of structure. These findings indicate that architected cellular
materials provide an excellent platform to control thermal properties
as well as mechanical properties and to potentially develop thermal
metamaterials.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Detailed description on methodology, modeling, and specifications of the samples can be found in the supplementary material.
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